Scrayingham Parish Council Meeting - 06-02-2017 19:30 Hrs

DRAFT Unapproved abbreviated notes and actions to be formally minuted

Present:
Phil Jones (Chair)
Mervyn Stone (Vice Chair)
Mrs Carolyn Stone
Ms Jan Devos
1. Precept application to RDC increased by £500 PA to account for forthcoming electricity
and other recurrent costs of Defibrillators for each village. Assumes installation in April
2017. The total cost of the PC Precept to each person on the electoral register is £13 per
annum.
2. Linda Scott resigned from the Parish Council and PJ had advised RDC.
3. CS volunteered to continue as a councillor which was accepted by all
4. PJ to circulate minutes of previous meeting for approval
5. PJ urgently needs clerical support and will speak to Nigel Knapton to see if he can help
locate a clerk
6. PJ to put a Councillor Vacancy notice up in both villages. Need someone from Leppington
if possible.
7. PJ to circulate exact defibrillator costs in order to progress acquisition of devices.
8. PC to agree to refund the electricity costs to Stuart Wood and to whoever hosts the
Scrayingham device
9. PC to agree who the device host is to be in Scrayingham
10. PC to agree the purchases.
11. PC to investigate and agree the associated uplift in PC Insurance
12. PJ to complete a form from Cllr Elizabeth Shields to gain £300 community funding subsidy
towards the first Defibrillator.
13. PJ and JD to work on draft Scrayingham Broadband scheme Q&A document for circulation
to PC members and subsequent circulation to the village incorporating any input from
GWD.
14. JD to collate subsequent responses and forward to Robert Powell at BT and GWD.
15. Noted that Leppington drainage remedial work was scheduled to take place but no date
available yet.
16. PJ had written again to YW regarding Scrayingham drainage and obtained a reply, already
copied in.
17. JD to ask GWD to fix the door on the Scrayingham telephone kiosk

